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An outdoor survival guide that utilizes two of the very most popular and versatile tools carried by
many hikers, campers, and hunters: knives and axes. Each chapter presents the knife or axe
skills and activities essential for wilderness survival, including: using a knife and axe, holding
and looking after a knife, securing meals with a knife, sharpening an axe, and constructing
watercraft with a knife.
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Serious knife buffs need this book Solid book for selecting and using knives for bushcraft.
Overly basic and inaccurate I'm rating this reserve 2 stars only because if a person barely knows
just what a knife is normally, there could be some value in it. Four Stars I love the spiral binding,
great illustrations. There are countless better sources of information. The publication is created
at a ridiculously rudimentary level, contains quite little bit of inaccurate information, little to
nothing about proper use of a knife or axe for wilderness (or additional) survival purposes.. The
writer knows his subject well and is usually adept at communicating his understanding and
experience in an easy-to-go through format. Save your money.. Definitely a worthwhile read if
you use edged tools in the great outdoors. Four Stars as described Five Stars very good book
Enjoyed it and discovered something or two. Plenty of good illustrations, too. Well-done.
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